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PRIMARY 
CAREGIVERS

CHECKLIST:

When someone you love is diagnosed with cancer, 
it’s hard to know where to start. These questions 
will help you feel prepared as you move forward as 
a primary caregiver.

THINGS TO THINK ABOUT

 → How will I take care of myself while I am a primary caregiver? 
How can I communicate my needs to the person with cancer 
and other people close to me?

 → What are the things I enjoy doing that I can prioritize even while I 
am a caregiver?

 → Who can I call for help with caregiving responsibilities when it’s 
too much for just me? Are there people in my life who can help 
with specific things, or are more equipped to help in certain 
ways? What type of assistance do I expect to need? Can I ask 
people now for help in the future?

 → Will I serve as a point person to disseminate updates to the 
rest of the support system? How do I plan to do this (i.e. 
CaringBridge, newsletter, email, group text)? Is there someone 
else who can assist me with this?

 → Who else in my life needs help during this time (i.e. kids, parents, 
pets)? Who can I ask to help them? If I have kids, how can I help 
them feel secure and loved during this time?

 → What systems can I put in place now to help make caregiving 
easier? Are there apps I can use to share information with loved 
ones or services to run errands for me?

 → Who in my life needs to be alerted that I am a primary caregiver 
(i.e. work, your kid’s school)?

 → If I’m caregiving from far away, who is more local to the 
person with cancer that can be my eyes and ears on the 
ground? How often will I plan to visit the patient in person? 
How will the patient and I plan to stay in contact when we’re 
far away from each other?

CAREGIVING INFORMATION
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 → How much is the patient’s cancer treatment projected  
to cost? 

 → How much of the patient’s treatment will insurance cover? 
What happens if the patient’s insurance is through their 
workplace or mine and we need to step away from work  
to deal with cancer?

 → How will the person with cancer’s other finances change 
during cancer treatment? Will they spend less money 
in certain areas or more in others? Will their income be 
changing at all? 

 → How will my finances change while I am a caregiver?  
Will I spend less money in certain areas or more in others? 
Will my income be changing at all? How can I budget for any 
changes?

 → Does my insurance plan cover emotional support,  
like therapy?

 → Does my insurance plan cover additional wellness 
treatments, like acupuncture?

 → If the person with cancer is my spouse or partner,  
does my insurance plan cover fertility preservation and other 
fertility related costs if we need it?

 → Can we make a plan for my work on days when I need to be a 
full-time caregiver? 

 → How can I use my vacation or sick time, or PTO, to take time 
off to be a caregiver? 

 → What are the medical leave policies for caregivers? What 
about Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA) medical leave?

FINANCIAL INFORMATION

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION

 → What is the exact name of cancer that the patient has  
been diagnosed with? What is the stage or grade?  
What does that mean?

 → What are the patient’s treatment goals? Are there  
multiple treatment options available? What are the pros  
and cons of each?

 → How drastically will this cancer and treatment plan impact 
our current lifestyle?

 → Who should I contact if I have questions or concerns about 
the patient’s health or treatment?

 → In the event the person you care for is unable to make 
medical decisions for themselves, have they legally 
designated you as their healthcare proxy?

MEDICAL INFORMATION


